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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

A , 

- The problem of this study is to clarify arid evaluate 

the effect of group influence upon decisions made by elementary 

school children. In today's ever-changing world of mass 

communications and exploding populations, our society is 

consistently being classified as the society of conformity, 

a society of those who adjust their desires in order to 

conform to the wishes of the majority. 

Whenever a person finds that his beliefs are in direct 

contradiction with a majority of his peers, some decision 

must be made as to \tfhether one should proceed on his own, 

alone, or submit to the wi 11 of the majority. In an earlier 

study, Berenda concluded that the individual child, facing 

an opposing majority, usually, and quite often reluctantly, 

aligns his own judgments or decisions accordingly, in agreement 

with those offered by the same majority. Berenda tested 

numerous children by placing a single student in direct con-

tradiction to a majority of his own classmates. The results 

of her study seem to indicate that these children were largely 

affected by group pressure.* 

iRuth V/. Berenda, The Influence of the Group on the 
Judgments of Children (New York, V$B6), p. 32. 



"'The present investigation utilizes Serenda1 s testing 

instrument in a majority versus one and a majority versus 

two situation in order to attain still further insight into 

a problem which appears to be gaining in magnitude each and 

every day., 

'Purpose of the Study 

It is hoped that this study will contribute to a better 

understanding of decisions made by elementary school children 

as they are affected by peer group pressures. The primary 

purpose of this investigation were 

1. To determine the effect of group pressure upon 

elementary school children in a majority against one situation. 

2. To determine the effect of group pressure upon 

elementary school children in a majority against two situation. 

3. To determine the effects of group pressure upon 

children selected by their teachers as being either independent 

or submissive. 

To determine the effect of group pressure as it is 

related to two different age levels. 

5. To determine the effect of group pressure as it is 

related to the two sexe?. 

To a great extent, most decisions today become exceedingly 

complex to an individual when he faces a majority who oppose 

his own beliefs. Our society as a whole is frequently criticized 

as one where the majority rules, whether they be right or 

wrong. It is quite possible that this concept has become 



misrepresented to a coming generation who may place credence 

in the assumption that the majority is always right. 

This study investigates the very nature of pressure and 

the conditions upon which this pressure is able to affect and 

modify a child*s decisions. One of the most distinct and 

possibly one of the most important and critical problems to-

ward which all the behavioral sciences must look is how modern 

man can remain an individual in our society. 

The paradox of modern man is that only as an 
individual joins with his fellows in groups and 
organizations can he hope to control the political, 
economic, and social forces which threaten his 
ind ividual freedom. This is especially true now 
that massive social groupings - in nations and 
combinations of nations - are the order of the day. 
Only as the individual in society struggles to 
preserve his individuality in common cause with 
his fellows can he hope to remain an individual.2 

Hypotheses 

The hypotheses for the study are based primarily upon 

the results and conclusions established in earlier studies 

by Asch and Berenda. Because of our society's increasing 

emphasis upon conformity, teamwork, and togetherness, it 

would appear that what Berenda assumed to be true over 

fifteen years ago x̂ ould have gained considerably in magnitude 

in our present modern culture. 

In light of this assumption the following hypotheses 

were tested 

1. The decisions of elementary school children are 

^David Krech, Richard S. Crutchfield, and E. L. Ballachy, 
Individual in Society (New York, 1962), p. 529. 
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iinfluenced by a group of their peers in a majority against 

one situation. 

2. The decisions of elementary school children are 

influenced by a group of their peers in a majority against 

two situation. 

3. There is no important difference concerning the 

effect of peer group pressure upon children selected by their 

teachers as those possessing qualities of leadership and 

those thought to be submissive and meek in nature. 

ij.. Younger children are more easily swayed by group 

pressures than are older children. 

5. There is no important difference between the effects 

of peer group pressure upon the two sexes. 

Background and Significance of Study 

Since the turn of the century social psychologists have 

continually delved into explorations concerning the laws by 

which groups control the conduct of their members and ho*w 

given individuals within these groups act upon one another. 

Man1s ability to act as an individual has been questioned for 

centuries and with every new generation have come broad gen-

eralizations based on the premise that man has become a mere 

slave whose actions, more often than not, are governed and 

controlled by the overpowering wants and wishes of the majority. 

A fundamental belief in the early twentieth century 

was that man had truly become a helpless victim of the masses, 

a puppet whose strings were manipulated by the forces of his 
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own society. Because of the development of group mores, 

trends, fads, and whims, it was often believed that an indi-

vidual could be control led in any desired direction, irrespective 

of his own convict ions, needs, or requirements, as a direct 

result of the '.blind acceptance of majority influence. 

As has been noted by so many writers, there 
are strong demands and pressures for conformity to 
the norms and trends of the group. These demands 
for conformity come both (1) from the group and 
(2) from the individual himself. In the literature 
on conformity to group norms, the usual emphasis 
has been on pressures coming from the group. The 
psychological factors within the individual impelling 
him to conformity are not sufficiently stressed.3 

This doctrine was greatly responsible for the direction 

of many early investigations. Initial quests into the realms 

of the powerless Individual usually exemplified and reinforced 

already present beliefs. Most studies evaded the worth of 

the individual and pointed principally to the power of the 

group. Authors quite often accepted as fact the prominence 

of group influence in the bahavioral pattern of modern man. 

Accepting the thesis that man is a victim of suggestion, 

various authors in their early investigations did little to 

analyze the reasons underlying the various outcomes. Broad 

sweeping generalizations concerning the nature of man were 

drawn with little attempt at und e r s tand i n g the reasons for or 

the meaning of these results. 

•^Muzafer Sherif and Carolyn ¥, Sherif, Groups in Harmony 
and Tens ion (New York, 1953)* P» 1^5• 



The first study dealing with the effect that the opinion 

of a group has upon the judgments of its members was made by 

Munsterberg in 1911}.. In an objective experiment using lf.00 

students, Munsterberg presented pairs of white cards upon 

Which were black dots. Each subject was to determine whether 

the upper or lower card had the larger number of dots. The 

number of dots on the cards varied little and correct judgments 

were only 60 per cent of the total. When the experiment was 

repeated after twenty seconds, there was a preliminary show of 

hands which increased the accuracy of judgments considerably, 

Munsterberg concluded that his results were due to a pronounced 

effect on the minority by the majority,, and that there was 

1 ittle or no effect on the majority by the minority.^4-

In 1936, Lorge, using an economic attitude rating scale 

with ninety-nine unemployed educated adults as subjects, found 

that when two sources were utilized, ratings were 1 ower than 

when only the one actual source was indicated. He concluded 

that "attitudes can be changed more readily by utilising the 

positive aspects of regard rather than the negative. Opinions 

are changed in the direction of agreement rather than of 

opposition."^ 

Duncker, in 1938» found that by means of suggestion 

through the telling of anecdotal stories containing situations 

%Iugo Munsterberg, Psycholonv and Social Sanity 
(New York, 19l2f). — ~ * 

-̂ I. Lorge, "Prestige, Suggest ion, Attitudes," Journal of 
Social Psychology> VII (1936), 386-402. 



involving the story's principal characters and their reactions 

to certain kinds of foods, subjects' attitudes toward these 

kinds of food could, in effect, be altered. "By making children, 

either in groups or under the influence of a story, choose 

certain foods, there can be set up a high degree of social 

suggestion in the direction of imitating actual or imaginary 

predecessors."^ 

The above study was completed again in 1942 by Marinho, 

who tested the validity or lastingness of the food choices 

made in Duncker*s earlier study. Marinho replicated the study 

in its entirety, allowing one year to lapse between the first 

and the second testings. His concluding results indicated 

that such examples as those used in the investigation could 

cause lasting modifications of the chiId1s original tastes.7 

Luchins, in an experiment dealing with the influence of 

one child upon the judgments made by another, used a group of 

children as confederates and another group-as subjects. In 

one testing situation involving visual judgment of length of 

lines the confederates were instructed to always give correct 

answers, with which almost all the subjects agreed. In the 

other testing situation the confederates always gave incorrect 

answers. The majority of the subjects disagreed with the 

&Karl Duncker, "Experimental Modifications of Chiidren's 
Food Preferences through Social Psychology," Journal of 
Abnormal and Social Psychology, XXXIII (1938)~ 

7H. Mar inho, "Social Influence in the Formation of 
Enduring Preferences," Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psychology, XXXVII (19l}T)TT$x3-77£8. ~ 
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confederates. Luchins concluded that whether or not subjects 

were influenced by another individuals judgment seeded to 

depend on the obviousness of the corrcct answer and also on 

the subjects' attitudes to and interpretation of their task 

and the experimental situation.® 

In still another study made by Luchins in 19̂ -5> a series 

of twelve drawings was presented to a number of children and 

their reactions to each drawing were recorded. The same drawings 

were presented to a number of pairs of children. One child 

of the pair, in accordance with previous instructions, always 

responded first and said, "I see a face,n or "I see a bottle." 

The reaction of this instructed subject appeared to exert an 

influence on the description given by the naive member of the 

pair. In ambiguous situations it appeared that the second 

child often responded as if to say, "if you can see it, so 

can I . 

The exploration into the basic fundamentals of group 

and individual behavior is becoming more intensified and 

pronounced each and every day as our society appears to become 

more steadily engulfed into the age of the majority. Never 

before in the history of society has man!s existence com® to 

8 
A. S. Luchins, "On Agreement with Another's Judgment," 

Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, XXXIX (19i|i,0, 97-111. 
9 
A. S. Luchins, "Social Influence on Perception of 

Complex Drawings, " Journal of Social Psychol oov, XXI (19k$)» 
257-273. • ~ 



rely so heavily upon what others believe to be correct. The 

problem of conformity has become one of the foremost concerns 

of our society as a whole. The age in which we now live is 

often referred to by editorial writers, commentators ana 

social scientists as the age of togetherness. 

Some of the most basic and conclusive experiments in 

the field of group influence upon the individual have been 

conducted by Solomon E. Asch, who for many years has been 

recognized for his numerous contributions in this field of 

study. In 19i|0 Asch constructed a testing situation which 

dealt with the problem in the following manner. A portable 

apparatus for the simultaneous exposure of four subjects to 

a simulated group technique was used. One hundred and twenty-

eight urban children, equally divided by sex, at ages of 

seven, nine, ten, and fifteen years, and one hundred and 

twenty-eight rural children of the same ages and sex compo-

sition served as subjects for this developmental narrative 

study of conformity behavior. The criterion for conformity 

was the difference in number of errors made counting metronome 

clicks delivered at a rate of 100 clicks per minute in an 

alone condition and a group condition. 

Results indicated that, overall, females conformed more 

than males. In males, conformity increased relative to 

abi1ity up to the age of fifteen while females increased in 

conformity up to the age of twelve and then decreased. For 

both sexes task difficulty and I.Q. were not significant 
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factors in conformity behavior. Urban males tend to conform 

more than rural males. Females conformed at approximately 

the same level in the two locales. 

Asch concluded that the standard of a congenial group, 

if sharply different from the personTs standard, weakened 

the latter as a basis for judgment. When confronted with a 

fictitious standard of a congenial group and a sharply divergent 

authentic ego-standard, there was a tendency to take the stand-

point indicated by the group standard.*® 

In 19^1 * 1952, and 1956 Asch used 123 white male college 

students ranging in age from seventeen to twenty-five as 

subjects for another experiment dealing with group pressure 

upon the individual. In his experiment Asch used a group 

of seven to nine individuals as confederates in a simple 

experiment in visual discrimination. Subjects were instructed 

to match the length of a given line with one of three lines. 

The entire task consisted of eighteen comparisons. Individuals 

were instructed to announce their judgments publicly in the 

order in which they were seated. The confederates had been 

instructed previously by the experimenter to give v/rong and 

unanimous judgments. The individual heard the majority respond 

unanimously from time to time and made his judgments according 

to his own convictions.ii 

A Solomon Asch, "Studies in the Principles of Judg: onts 
and Attitudes: II, Determinate on of Judgments by Group and 
Ego Standards," Journal of Social Psychologv, XII (19^0), hr33~k-£>5< 

"•^Solomon Asch, "Studies of Independence and Conformity: 
1 A Minority of One Against a Unanimous Major itv," Psycholooical 
Monographs LXX (1956). ' ' — * 
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Asch*s technique enables the experimenter to place an 

individual under group pressure that can by systematically 

manipulated and controlled, and then measure the individual's 

readiness or tendency to conform to such pressure. 

For most of Asch's subjects, the discrepancy between 

their judgment and that of the majority created a difficulty 

which they localized in themselves; that is, they tended to 

question their own judgment, not that of the majority. 

Berenda, in some of the most extensive work done with 

children, employing the Asch type problem, found that frequency 

of yielding to conformity pressure increased with the diffi-

culty of the task.^ 

In light of these previous experiments, it would seem 

very ridiculous to underestimate the coercive power of group 

pressure. "Silent reproach or silent contempt from the group, 

whether really present or merely imagined by the individual 

can be a crushing force to him."^ 

An individual who is able to behave in ways 
admired by members of the group will be sought as 
an associate, providing his acceptance wi 11 enhance 
the self concepts of the members. Individuals who 
believe in ways condemned by the group are avoided 
and rejected.*4 

12 
Ruth W. Berenda, The Influence of the Group on the 

Judgments of Children (New York, ), p. 76. 

10 

-'David Krech and others, Individual in Society (New 
York, 1962), pp. lf.86-530-

^Arthur V/. Combs and Donald Snygg, Individual Behavior 
(New York, 1959), p. 332. 
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In many respects it might seem that the individual in 

our society today is indeed a declining figure. It would 

almost appear that our picture of equality is somewhat out 

of proportion. Today's individual is often thought to be 

one who is merely a submissive victim of group influences. 

Is this actually the case or could it be possible that we are 

in desperate need of some kind of continual evaluation which 

somehow might serve as a more realistic means of keeping the 

people of our society more abreast of the conditions which 

actually exist? 

The present investigation has been designed to further 

the inquest into the field of group influence upon the in-

dividual and exploit still another facet of the nature of 

man and his behavioral patterns, by introducing a majority 

versus two situation as we 11 as the majority versus one 

situation which has been utilized in many earlier studies. 

Definitions of Terms 

1. Group pressure.—The decision of the majority 

children wil1 be referred to as group pressure. 

2« MaJor ity«--The given majorities wi11 be composed 

of those eight or nine chiIdren from the. given critical 

subjects own classroom. 

3. Critical subjects.—The eight children selected 

from each separate classroom to face the majority of peers 

will be the critical subjects. 
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Ij.. Critical 1 incs.—The seven tasks which will be answered 

incorrectly by the majority children will be known as the 

critical lines. 

5. Noncritical 1ines.—The five tasks which will be 

answered correctly by the majority children will be known as 

the noncritical lines. 

6. Following.—Changing one1s decision as a result of 

group pressure wi11 be referred to as following. 

7. Control situation.—The first testing situation in 

which no group pressure was exerted is referred to as the 

control situation. 

8. Experiment J..—The experiment which involves the 

effects of group pressure upon individuals in a majority 

versus one situation vi11 be referred to as Experiment I. 

9. Experiment 11.—The experiment which involves the 

effects of group pressure upon individuals in a majority 

versus two situation will be referred to as Experiment II. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study is subject to the foil owing limitations: 

1. The experiment has been restricted to the students 

of one elementary school, grades one through six. 

2. This study deal3 only with the effects of group 

influence upon the individual. 

3. Further study of individual personalities Was not a 

purpose of the experiment. 
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i|. No attempt has been made to correlate the results 

of this study with the regular classroom activities from 

which the students coma. This study in no way attempts to 

determine the effectiveness of given classroom situations. 

. 5. Students' decisions in this experiment have been 

restricted to those each chiId made while participating 

in a sight-judgment testing situation. No subject matter 

testing was dons'. .. . 

Sourccs of Data 

The subjects for this study were selected from the 

entire student body of an elementary school with approximately 

500 students. There are eighteen individual classrooms, three 

sections of each of the grades one through six. Students' 

ages range from six years to twelve years. The entire student 

population participated in the control s ituation, whi1e only 

lljlj. of these were selected to serve as critical subjects in 

the later two experiments. There were also 162 children selected 

to serve as members of the different majority groups. Indi-

vidual teachers selected nine bright children from each class 

to act as the majorities. Four critical subjects from each 

classroom were selected by their teacher for possessing such 

personality traits as leadership and independency and a 

remaining four for submissiveness and meekness. The two 

sexes were equally represented. 

In both of the experimental testing situations children 

were presented successively with twelve pairs of cards, a 
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standard card containing a single line and a comparison 

card having three lines, one of which was equal to the standard. 

The actual test was for each student to identify the line 

which was equal to the standard. The lines were made by 

pasting black tape, one-fourth inch wide, on white cards, 

seventeen and one-half inches by six inches. The three lines 

on each comparison card were numbered from left to right. 

For each decision a standard card and a comparison card were 

presented on the ledge of a blackboard, three feet apart, 

the standard always on the left. 

There were two separate experiments for each classroom 

and each of these experiments involved four critical subjects, 

one at a time successively. In Experiment I each of the sub-

jects faced an opposing majority of nine bright classmates. 

The majority students were given instruct ions to vote incor-

rectly on seven of the twelve testing situations. These 

seven 1ines are referred to as the critical lines. 

On the day of the experiments, those children who served 

as critical subjects were taken to a separate classroom and 

told by their teacher to remain there for special work. 

The nine majority children were then led to another classroom 

while the teacher remained with those who were not participating 

in the experiments. 

For Experiment I the majority spent a brief session 

with the experimenter in order for the total plan to be 

discussed and a full understanding of procedures attained. 
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During this period of explanation the purpose and procedure 

of the study were explained and the need for total cooperation 

was stressed. One child in each majority was selected as 

the person who should give the first answer in each instance. 

This student was given a typewritten copy of the ansxvTers he 

was to give in their correct sequence. The remaining children 

in each majority were instructed to follow the first child's 

choice in making their own responses. In this experiment 

the critical subject sat in seat number nine and was the 

eighth child to respond on each comparison. 

At the conclusion of the explanation session, the first 

critical subject was brought by a monitor to the room where 

the experiment was to take place# When he arrived he took 

his place in 1ine with the other children, where he was 

assigned his number nine position. The children already 

present had books and pencil^,as did the critical student. 

It is assumed that this gave the impress ion that everyone 

had just arrived and all were prepared to enter together. 

All students then proceeded into the testing room and sat in 

the order assigned to them. There were two rows of chairs 

facing the blackboard. The first row was comprised of five 

chairs and seated students numbers one through five. The 

second row was for students numbers six through ten. All 

of the chairs were near enough to the blackboard so that 

each student was able to see we 11. 
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When all of the students had been seated and were ready 

to begin, the experimenter proceeded by giving the following 

instructions: 

"You will remember that wc did some of these tests 
in class the other day. On rav left is a card with 
only one line, while on my right is a card with three 
lines. As you can see, on this card not all the lines 
are the same size. These lines are numbered one, two, 
three. There is one line on this card which is exactly 
the same length as the single line on this card (pointing 
to standard). When 1 begin the test by placing the 
first t\\ro cards in position, you wi 11 not write your 
answers as you did before, but you wi11 stand, one at 
a time, and give your answer orally. Each of you should 
give your answers in turn and then be seated once again. 
There x̂ i 11 be twelve sets of cards and each of you wi 11 
give your answer: to one set before we move ahead to 
the next sct."1^ 

At the conclusion of each individual testing period, the 

experimenter made a ful1 explanation to the critical child 

so that he also would have an understanding of the purpose 

of the experiment. 

The experimenter and an assistant recorded detailed 

observations during each testing session in order to be able 

to evaluate individual pupil reaction. At the conclusion 

of each testing each critical subject in the upper three 

grades was then given a questionnaire which inquired concerning 

& 
Berenda, The influence of the Group, p. 16. 
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his feelings during and after the testing situation. Since 

it was not a purpose of this study to exploit individual 

personalities or to make any examples of such, no further 

data were collected for any given subject other than that 

already obtained. 

The critical child v/as, after the final explanation 

period, asked to keep the secret of the experiment. After 

this he was then taken back to his own classroom. 

In Experiment II the remaining four subjects followed 

basically the same procedures as did the students in Experi-

ment I; however, the testing situation v/as altered somewhat 

to establish a different setting upon which critical subjects 

based their decisions. Instead of the former majority of nine, 

there was one individual in seat number one who gave the correct 

answer in every instance. The eight majority children then 

gave incorrect answers as they did previously in Experiment I. 

The critical subject vra.s now seated in position number ten, 

which was the last seat on row two. 

In Experiment I there was a majority versus one situation 

while in Experiment II the critical subject did not find it 

necessary to face the opposing majority by himself. In either 

case the critical subject had to base his decisions upon what 

he actually believed to be correct, or upon those answers given 

by the other bright children. 
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Procedure for Treatment of Data 

The procedure and treatment of this investigation in-

clude the following steps 

I. Comparisons have been drawn between the results 

of the control situation and the two basic experiments to 

note the effect of group pressure in each of the basic 

categories. 

A. Experiment I, A Majority Versus One, the 

effect of group pressure upon 

1. All subjects participating in this experiment, 

2. Two different age levels. 

3. The two sexes. 

if. Those chiIdren listed by their teachers 
as possessing qualities of leadership 
and those who possess more submissive 
qualities. 

3. Experiment II, A Majority Versus Two, the 

effect of group pressure upon 

1. All subjects participating in this experiment, 

2. Two different age levels. 

3. The two sexes® 

Ij.. Those children listed bu their teachers 
as possessing qualities of leadership 
and those who possess more submissive 
qualities. 

II. Comparisons have been drawn between the two basic 

experiments in all of the above categories. 

Ill. Comparisons have been drawn between rcsults of the 

present Investigation with Bercnda*s earlier study in order 
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to form further conclusions concerning the difference between 

a problem as it existed fifteen years ago and the same problem 

as it exists today. 

Procedures for the treatment of data will be examined 

and evaluated more fully in the following three chapters. 



CHAPTER II 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AMD PROCEDURE 

This study is primarily concerned with the effect that 

group pressure has on the decisions made by elementary school 

children. An analysis of the pressure exerted by elementary 

school peer groups upon specific individuals has indeed been 

beneficial in helping to clarify the actual nature of this 

pressure and the conditions tinder which it is effective in 

modifying or changing the decisions made by these children. 

The basic plan and general character of this investigation 

was to place an individual child in contradiction or oppo-

sition to a group of his own peers and then to make observations 

both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

The group exerting the pressure was in every instance 

composed of members of each individual child?s own class. 

The size and nature of the group remained constant in all 

of the testing situations while the relationship of each 

individual to the group differed in the two basic experiments. 

Experiment I deals specifically with a majority versus one 

situation whereas Experiment II deals with a majority versus 

two situation. 

In each case, regardless of the experiment, the majority 

was made up of the chiId1s brightest classmates. Each teacher 

21 
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had been asked to list the nine children in his own classroom 

whom he felt were scholastSeally and academically superior. 

These children who served as the different majorities were 

thought to be those people who most normally and readily had 

the correct answers in the daily academic activities. 

In order to facilitate a systematic investigation, 

it was necessary that tasks differing in structural clarity 

be used. As the basic instrument used in collecting control 

data and also data for Experiments I and II, a visual dis-

crimination test devised by Berenda (1950) was utilized. * 

Within the test some of the tasks were extremely clear while 

others varied considerably with regard to this quality. The 

test required that each subject estimate the lengths of lines, 

compare lines with a standard, and then natch lines. 

With each task and -under each experimental condition# 

in addition to the quantitative results, qualitative reactions 

in the form of individual protocols were obtained. The 

quantitative results were recorded by the experimenter on 

charts which had been previously prepared, while the qualitative 

material was obtained through two other methods of procedure. 

Reactions of each critical subject during an experiment were 

recorded by an assistant and as often as possible verbal 

reactions were taken down verbatim. Any physical reactions 

such as facial expressions and gestures were also recorded. 

^Ruth W. 3erenda, The Influence of the Group on the 
Judgments of ChiIdren {Few York, 13% 0), p". l]T. " 
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As a second method for obtaining quaIitativc results a brief 

questionnaire was given each critical subject following each 

testing situation. This procedure was used only with those 

children in grades four, five, and six. The questions 

asked were: 

1. Was this a hard test? 

2* Were you sure of all your answers? 

3. Was there any time when you felt like giving 
a different answer from the one you had given? 

1|. If the other children had not been there would 
you have given the same answers? 

5« Why do you feel that the jroup sometimes made you 
give wrong answers? 

To be able to estimate the effect of these group con-

ditions, the critical children had previously responded 

individually to the identical tasks. All of the children 

of a given elementary school participated in a prior testing 

after which the critical subjects were selected for later 

participation in Experiments I and II. The control data 

permit a direct estimate of the effect to be attributed to 

the croup conditions. It should be understood that all the 

children who served in the minority in Experiments I and II and 

are referred to as critical subjects were drawn from classrooms 

in which the control situations were performed. 

The control situations were all performed in average-

size classrooms, with daylight illumination. The control 

data indicate that the decisions of the children in the 
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back scats did not differ from those in the front. In this 

respect, distance did not significantly affect those decisions 

made by the children. 

The two final major experimeats also x̂ ere conducted in 

a regular classroom which had been designated as a testing 

room for the purpose of this investigation. The lighting 

was the same; however, there were no desks used and those 

children participating sat in two rows of chairs near the 

front of the room. 



CHAPTER I I I 

THE EFFECTS OF GROUP PRESSURE UPOrl INDIVIDUALS 

IN A MAJORITY VERSUS ONE SITUATION 

Problem and Procedure 

This experiment is primarily concerned with the effects 

of group pressure upon decisions made by individual elementary 

school children when a majority of a group of which they are 

members unanimously give incorrect answers to simple perceptual 

materials. The effects of peer group pressure have been 

illustrated by recorded observations which noted whether 

children would yield to group influence by changing decisions 

made earlier on the same material or whether they would give 

the answers they actually thought to be correct. These 

observations made at all age levels and a questionnaire 

given each critical subject in the upper three grades yielded' 

additional information concerning the different reactions 

of the children during and just following the experiment. 

From a total of approximately $00 elementary school 

students participating in the control situation only sixty-

seven of these children served as critical subjects in this 

experiment. The children participating in this experiment 

were equally drawn from grades one through six. There were 

three classrooms at each grade level, making a total of eighteen 

25 
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different classrooms. Of these eighteen classes which par-

ticipated, nine academically bright children from each class 

were selected by their individual teachers to serve as the 

different majorities in each testing situation. The teachers 

also selected four minority students to serve as critical 

subjects. Of these four minority students, two were selected 

as those children whom the teacher felt possessed character-

istics of leadership. They were thought to be those children 

who would be most independent and least capable of being 

swayed by a group of peers. The other two minority children 

in each classroom were selected as those who were believed 

to be more meek and submissive in nature. These children 

possessed qualities of shyness and timidness and were thought 

to be those who might be most easily swayed by group pressure. 

The two sexes were equally represented. 

For the actual testing situation, the children were 

presented successively with twelve pairs of cards, a standard 

containing a single line and a comparison card with three 

lines, one of which was equal in length to the standard. 

Each specific task was a situation in which the critical 

subject was supposed to identify the comparison line which 

was equal to the standard. 

As was noted earlier, these children had previously 

performed the identical twelve tasks in each of their own 

classrooms during the control situations. The difference 

now was that instead of one?s writing his answers on his 
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own score sheet, he v;as now asked to give his answers orally 

after eight of his bright classmates had already given their 

answers. Another basic condition which served as the crux 

of this experiment was the fact that on seven of the twelve 

tasks the nine majority students were under instruction to 

give incorrect answers. These seven lines are referred to 

as critical lines. Table I illustrates the different lengths 

of the lines and also the incorrect and correct answers of 

the majority.* 

TABLE I 

LENGTHS OF STANDARD AND COMPARISON LINES AND THE 
RESPONSES OF THE CO-OPERATING GROUP 

Trials 
Length of 

Standard Line 

J 
8 
3i 
9 
6 

1* 
2|-
8J 
1 
M 

Length of Comparis 
L ines 

on Correct 
Answers 

1 

Group 
Answers# 

1 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

# - the asterisks 
responses of the group. 

£ 

8 
3* 
7 
64-
42 
2^ 

M 

7 
7 

9 

H 
H 
3-1 
2f 
io| 
1 
Ji 

7 
5 
6 
3} 

11 
? 
l^r 
3* 

11 
2 J -

1 

3 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 

2* 
K-

3# 
2* 
2 

n this column refer to the fa se 

Results 

Of utmost importance is the evidence concerning the 

extent or magnitude of the effect of group pressure upon 

^Berenda, The Influence of the Group, p. 15. 
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the critical subjects. In order to fully evaluate the 

findings of this experiment it has been necessary to con-

tinually compare the experimental results with the results 

of the corresponding control data. It has been necessary 

to deal separately with results regarding age and sex and 

with the results which involved those children selected as 

being leaders and non-leaders. 

Since it has been a primary function of this study to 

describe the effect of group influence upon elementary 

children, it would seem pertinent to begin the examination 

of results by actually looking at how strongly the individual 

children were affected by the group conditions. Results 

derived from this portion of the experiment are reported in 

Table II and Table I I I . The frequencies with which the 

children followed the group are reported here. 

TABLE II 

FREQUENCY OF FOLLOWING .REGARDING RESPONSES 
INVOLVING CRITICAL LINES 

Critical 
L ines 

Control Group Experimental Group Critical 
L ines CorrecJ 

ITumber 
Answers Followinq 

Critical 
L ines CorrecJ 

ITumber Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Three 61 91 crcr 82 
Four 1-1-9 73 49 73 
Six i 

pi 
76 51 76 

Seven 60 90 48 72 
Nine 63 94 47 70 
Ten 48 72 48 72 
Twelve 56 04 54 8l 
Average • • 81 • • 75 
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The results of this experiment indicate that group 

pressure was exceptionally strong. Table II shows that on 

task number seven of the control situation sixty-three of 

the sixty-seven critical subjects participating wrote down 

the correct answer while forty-seven of these same students 

changed their answer to that given by the group when confronted 

by the majority. Ninety-four per cent of the students gave 

the correct answer on a free-choice, no -pressure basis, and 

then almost completely reversed the trend when 70 per cent 

foil owed the decision given by the group. At the other 

extreme concerning the number and percentage of correct 

answers given during the control situation, it should be 

noted that forty-eight of the sixty-seven subjects answered 

task number ten correctly. V/ith the somewhat increased 

difficulty of the task the percentage of correct answers on 

this segment of the control situation dropped to its lowest 

point at 72 per cent. It was noted however, that 72 per cent 

of these students reversed their decisions in acceptance of 

that decision offered by the group. 

Results listed in Table II indicate answers given only 

on those tasks which involved critical lines. The majority 

was always instructed to give incorrect answers on these 

lines during Experiment I. 

The effect of group pressure can be analyzed further 

by an examination of Table III. This table shows the 
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TABLE III 

FREQUENCY OF FOLLOWING REGARDING RESPONSES 
INVOLVING NCNCRIT1CAL LINES 

Noncritical 
Lines 

Control Group Experimental Group Noncritical 
Lines Correct Answers Corred Answers 

Noncritical 
Lines 

Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 

One 61 91 67 100 
Two 61j. 96 67 100 
F ive 51 76 67 100 
Eight 65 97 67 100 
Eleven 67 100 67 100 

Average • * 92 • • 100 

frequency of responses to those lines listed as noncritical. 

The students had a free choice on these tasks during the 

control situation and later found no resistance and in many 

cases some additional help in making their decisions during 

Experiment I . On this portion of Experiment I the majority 

gave the correct answers in every instance. On a choice 

such as number eleven, which was exceptionally obvious, every 

student gave the correct answer both in the control situation 

and on Experiment I. Only 76 per cent of the subjects answered 

number five correctly on the control sitution. Task number 

five, which was somewhat more difficult than task number 

eleven, was answered correctly by every critical subject when 

the group gave the correct answer. It was evident that many 

of those who had been undecided before believed the group to 

be correct in this instance and likewise foil owed unanimously. 
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Earlier studies have indicated that younger children 

have usually submitted to group influence more readily than 

have older children. Berenda (1950) states that "the effect 

of the majority was more pronounced on the younger than on 

the older children."2 The present investigation shows no 

differences between the percentages of children at the two 

age levels who were influenced by group pressure. The actual 

differences are illustrated in Table IV and Table V, with both 

the younger and the older children following the group on an 

average of 75 per cent of the time on all tasks involving 

the critical lines. 

TABLE IV 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
YOUNGER CHILDREN, GRADES 1-3 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Correct Answers Foil owing 
Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Third 31 86 31 86 
Fourth 28 78 30 83 
Sixth 29 • 81 29 81 
Seventh 31 86 26 72 
Ninth 3k 94 25 69 
Tenth 22 61 2 \ 67 
Twelfth 28 78 25 69 

Average • # 81 • • 75 

The younger children did not give correct answers quite 

as often In the control situation as did the older children, 

but were affected to a considerable extent by group pressure 

in the majority versus one situation. 

^Berenda, The Influence of the Group, p. 19. 
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TABLE V 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
OLDER CHILDREN, GRADES i(.-6 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group 
or reel Answers 

HTumbcr f Per Cent 

Experimental Gr 
.I.—, m . . 1 1 — « , „ n L — , M I 

Wunio 
r'ol'l'o'wincf 

2HE. 

er Per 'C em 
Third 
Fourth 
S ixth 
Seventh 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Twelfth 

Average 

30 
21 
22 
29 
29 
26 
28 

97 
67 
71 
92*. 
9lt-
86 
90 
86 

2l| 
19 
22 
22 
22 
2k 
29 

77 
61 
71 
71 
71 
77 
91;-

75 

11 was also evident that the length of lines and the 

clarity of the tasks had little to do with the choices made 

during Experiment I. 

Tables VI and VII illustrate the amount of following 

on the noncritical lines. These results tend to substantiate 

the assumptions made by Berenda. As is noted in these tables, 

the younger children in the control group answered only 

88 per cent of the tasks correctly whereas the older children 

were able to answer 96 per cent correctly. Although this 

evidence must be somewhat inconclusive, because of the gap 

existing between the groups, both groups answered correctly 

on all tasks when the majorities indicated that these were 

the true answers during Experiment I. On the fifth task the 

younger children gave correct answers on only 61 per cent 

of the tasks during the control situation; yet when the 
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group gave their decis ive and unanimous answers in the later 

experiment all of these children were able to answer correctly. 

TABLE VI 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NONCRITICAL LENGTH 
YOUNGER CHILDREN, GRADES 1-3 

Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Corrcct Ansx/ers Corrcct Ansitfers 
Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation N urabc r Per Cent Number Per Cent 
First 31 06 36 100 
Second 35 97 36 100 
Fifth 22 61 36 100 
Eighth 3k 9I| 36 100 
Eleventh 36 100 36 100 

Average # • 88 • • 100 

TABLE VII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NONCRITICAL LENGTH 
OLDER CHILDREN, GRADES l{.-6 

Noncr it ical _jCjontrol Group Experimental Group 
Lines in Order Corrcct Answers ~" Correct Answers 
of Presentation Number , Per Cent dumber "Per Cent 
First 
Second 
Fifth 
Eighth 
Eleventh 

30 
29 
29 
31 

96 
93 
93 
100 
100 

31 
31 
31 
31 
31 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Average • # 96 • * 100 

These results indicate that older children are usually 

able to exhibit a greater accuracy of judgment under controlled 

conditions; however, there appears to be little, if any 

difference at the two age levels concerning the effects of 

group pressure upon elementary children in.a majority versus 

one situation. 
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The Effect of Sex 

This investigation has yielded no evidence which might 

support an assumption that sex is an influencing variable 

upon elementary children as they are affected by pressures 

of a peer group. Tables VIII, IX, X and XI illustrate how 

both sexes were somewhat equally affected in most situations 

involving both critical and noncritical lines. The fact 

that both sexes seemed to be similarly affected indicates 

that sex is of little significance in dealing with group 

influences upon elementary school children. 

TABLE VIII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
GIRLS 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Corroct Answers Following 
Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 

Third 30 9k 25 78 
Fourth 23 72 2 II 75 
S ixth 23 72 26 81 
Seventh 30 9k 2k 75 
Ninth 30 9k 23 . 72 
Tenth 22 69 23 72 
Twelfth 28 88 28 88 

Average • • 63 • • 77 
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TABLE IX 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
BOYS 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Correct , Ansi^ers Foil owing 
Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation Number Per Cent Number'* Per Cent 
Third 31 " " 30 86 
Fourth 26 7k 26 7k 
Sixth 28 00 26 7k 
Seventh 30 86 2k 69 
Ninth 3k 97 2k 69 
Tenth 26 Ik 25 71 
Twelfth 27 77 26 7k 

Average • • 82 • # 7k 

TABLE X 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NONCRITICAL LENGTH 
GIRLS 

Noncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Noncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Answers Correct Answers 
Noncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation Number Per Cent lumber""'** Fir Cent' 
First 28 88 32 100 
Second 30 9ll- 32 100 
Fifth 2k 75 32 100 
Eighth 31 97 32 100 
Eleventh 32 100 32 100 

Average • • 90 * • 100 

TABLE XI 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NONCRITICAL LENGTH 
BOYS 

Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Answers Correcl i. Answers 
Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation Number Per Cent Number Per dent 
First 33 1 9k 35 100 
Second 3k 97 35 100 
Fifth 27 77 35 100 
Eighth 3k 97 35 100 
Eleventh 35 100 35 100 

Averaae n o # A A 
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Teacher Classification and Frequency of Following 

It is often assumed that children who are considered 

to be somewhat meek and submissive in nature are also those 

most frequently submitting to the wishes of the group. 

Quite often children judged as being meek and submissive 

by their teachers exhibited a more independent behavior 

and response than the other children considered to be 

leaders. 

On the whole both groups remained relatively close in 

their number and percentage of responses. The group of 

subjects listed as non-leaders gave correct answers 84 per 

cent of the time during the control situation on their 

decisions concerning critical lines while the group listed 

as leaders answered 81 per cent correctly. The non-leaders 

followed the group decisions on the critical line tasks 

77 per cent of the time, whereas the leaders followed at a 

rate of 73 per cent. The results of these calculations 

are listed in Table XII and Table XIII. In reference to the 

tasks which involved non-critical lines the groups were again 

relatively close in their results with al1 of the students 

in both groups following group decisions unanimously. The 

group designated as leaders gave correct answers to 86 per 

cent of the tasks in the control situation1 while the non-

leaders answered 95 per cent correctly. 
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TABLE XII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
LEADERS 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Correct Answers Foil owinq 
Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation Number Per Cent dumber ""Per Cent 
Third 29 88 25 76 
Fourth 25 76 28 85 
S ixth 2lj. 73 24 73 
Seventh 30 9k 21 6k 
Ninth 31 93 21 6k 
Tenth 22 67 22 67 
Twelfth 27 82 26 79 

Average • • 81 # • 73 

TABLE XIII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
NON-LEADERS 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group" Experimental Group Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Corrcct Answers Foil owing 
Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Third 32 91+ 31 91 
Fourth 2k 71 22 65 
Sixth 27 79 28 82 
Seventh 30 88 27 79 
Ninth 33 97 26 76 
Tenth 26 76 26 76 
Twelfth 28 82 28 82 

Average • » 8Ij. * # 77 

The lack of any distinct differences between these two 

groups reinforces the assumption that elementary school 

teachers find it difficult when attempting to designate just 

which students might or might not be those most frequently 

affected by peer group pressures. 
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TABLE XIV 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NONCRITICAL LENGTH 
LEADERS 

Ivfoncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Grouts Experimental Group Ivfoncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Answers Correct Answers 
Ivfoncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation Climber Per Cent Number Per Cent 
First 30 91 33 100 
Second 30 91 33 100 
Fifth 21 61j. 33 100 
Eighth 32 96 33 100 
Eleventh 33 100 33 100 

Average • • 88 * • 100 

TABLE XV 

GROUP RESPONSES' TO EACH NONCRITICAL LENGTH 
N ON-LEADERS 

N oner ft ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Groups N oner ft ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Answers Correct Answers 
N oner ft ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 'Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
First 31 91 3k 100 
Second 34- 100 3k 100 
Fifth 30 08 3k 100 
Eighth 33 97 3k 100 
Eleventh 3k 100 3k 100 

Average * • 95 • * 100 

Qualitative Results 

It has been noted throughout the examination of the 

results of this investigation that there was a considerable 

amount of submitting to group pressures in all categories 

and classifications. The use of the observer during each 

of the actual testing situations and the questionnaires 

immediately folloving these testing situations have proved 

to be of great assistance in the determination of subject 
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reaction to this experiment. The qualitative observations 

as well as the individual protocols point out a number of 

factors which were underlying the responses given and help 

to shed more light on the behavior of the minority children. 

It has been said that children follow the decisions 

offered by their peers naturally and easily with little or 

no difficulty in doing so. A popular trend in the areas of 

mass communications might lead one to believe that these 

youngsters almost always follow blindly the wants and wishes 

of the different majorities. In observing these children 

during the majority versus one situations, it seemed evident 

in many cases that quite the contrary appeared to be the fact. 

It appeared that it was not always a simple and easy task to 

follow what one believed to be in contradiction to his own 

belief. 

Individual reactions were recorded by an assistant who 

observed the children as they progressed throughout their 

entire testing situation consisting of the twelve separate 

tasks. The subjects almost always seemed to be adjusting 

quite well to the situation, especially as the children all 

gave the correct answers to the first two tasks. A sense 

of security usually seemed to be very prevalent as the indi-

vidual children parroted out these answers. This same sense 

of security appeared to explode into a reversal as the group 

gave its first incorrect answer on task number three. The 

faces which before had mirrored excitement and fun quite 
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frequently showed extreme shock and bewi 1 dement. There 

seemed present the almost immediate instinct for the frustrated 

children to jump up and rub their eyes, which many of them did. 

A great number of the children found it necessary to spend 

a moment or two in a state of quizzical hesitancy before 

they were able to give any answer at all. Even more often 

they would look at the first person who gave the incorrect 

ansi/er as if to say, "Surely you can see that your answer 

is wrong," only to experience further amazement when all the 

others gave the same answer. 

Needless to say the looks of shock and bewilderment 

usually changed to ones of puzzlement and doubt. One child 

who came into the testing room with a seemingly happy and 

confident attitude began nervously biting his nails as the 

incorrect answers were given. He seemed to experience a 

real feeling of relief as the non-critical correct answers 

were given. Another child studied the answers to tasks 

three and four very carefully, holding up both hands as if 

to be measuring. After these two brief periods of hesitation 

and studying, he resigned himself to going along with the 

group fairly easily. After the completion of task number 

twelve he turned to his neighbor only to exclaim, "Are 

you all a bunch of bubble-heads?" Several children appeared 

to be at" the point of tears as they left the testing room 

and one tearful child sobbed as he left, "but they were all 

giving the wrong answers." 
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Almost svery child, upon hearing the incorrect answers 

appeared to become very ill at ease. Many fidgeted in one 

way or another and facial expressions varied consistently. 

One child stared constantly at the experimenter, scarcely 

looking at the cards at all. A few refused to lift their 

eyes from the floor as if they were embarrassed to look at 

anyone. Many children, after becoming resigned to giving 

the same ansx^ers as the group merely looked at the different 

individuals as they gave their ansv/ers only to turn and give 

a half-smiling puzzled nod as they offered their agreement. 

On several occasions the subjects would whisper the correct 

ans\^er and then echo the incorrect answer orally when it was 

their turn. 

In most respects, submitting to group decisions was not 

the easiest thing to do. Many children appeared to have a 

strong desire to express their own judgment but most seemed 

to find it much easier to give an answer on which all agreed 

than one which contradicted the group. Those children who 

were able to withstand the group's pressure seemed to be 

pleased with themselves whenever they were.able to give the 

answer they really believed to be correct. 

In answer to the questionnaires almost all children 

answered the first question "V/as this a hard test?" in the 

negative. The second question "Were you sure of all your 

answers?" was met by a variety of responses; however, most 

subjects indicated that although the test itself was not 

difficult, they were not sure of many of their answers. On 
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giving a different answer from the one you had given?" 

almost without exception those who followed the group to a 

great extent answered affirmatively to the first and negatively 

to the second. Those children who seldom followed the group 

usually answered very abruptly that the answers they had 

given, they believed to be correct and would probably answer 

in the sane way had the other children not been there. 

The final question, which was somewhat more open-ended 

than the others, proved to be much more comprehensive in 

determining the actual reactions felt by subjects who par-

ticipated in the experiment. This question was "Why do you 

feel that the group sometimes made you give wrong answers?" 

As might be expected these answers varied considerably from 

individual to individual. Here are some of the comments 

made by the children in answer to this question. 

One fifth grade girl said, "I had a different answer 

in mind but they all said the same so I said it, too." 

Another girl of the same age level explained, "They would 

say the wrong answers and then I \rould say the same." One 

fourth-grade boy abruptly stated, "The most people are usually 

right." One of the children classified as being somewhat 

meelt and submissive said, "Influence may have caused it." 

A girl iirho gave all her answers the same as the group gave 

this as her defense, "1 got all mixed up when they were giving 

their answers." One boy explained, "I would have done better 

with my glasses." 
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Of the children who remained most independent in their 

decisions one child stated, "I guess I xvas just trying to 

be different so that maybe someone would get the right 

answer." Another child considered to have leadership qualities 

and who came from a family of twelve children answered, "I 

think I.was the only one who got them all right." A sixth 

grade girl who answered the question "Why do you feel that 

the group sometimes made you give wrong answers?" wrote very 

distinctly, "They didnTt." 

Interpretat ion 

It has been stated that evidently children do not 

fo11ow blindly concerning the decisions made by their fellow 

classmates. Answers given on the questionnaire appear to 

indicate that following is Indeed a very individual and personal 

matter. Having to decide whether or not one should go against a 

decision made unanimously by a group of peers recognized as 

being those children who are most capable of giving correct 

answers is therefore not an easy task or one which was taken 

lightly. The fear of being accused by the others of wanting 

to be different is an underlying factor which seemed to 

influence such decisions. As one child honestly stated his 

reason for answering as he did, "I just didn't want to be 

different." The overwhelming amount of following during 

this experiment and a substantial number of explanations 

similar to the one above seem to point out that most children 
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do not want to be different. They do not want to be con-

sidered as outcasts, even at times when they know the decisions 

they are making go against what they believe to be true. 

It must also be realized that most children have a very 

strong need to remain a member of their own group, regardless 

of the situation. In this experiment each critical subject 

was assigned to seat number eight, a setting which physically 

placed him almost in the center of those children in whom 

he had great confidence. Although the tasks were those which 

dealt primarily with simple visual discriminations, he never-

theless found himself at odds psychologically with these 

same children. As the results seem to indicate, his position 

was a particularly difficult one. 

Contrary to the sometimes popular belief that the majority 

is always right, many of the minority children in answering 

their questionnaires, readily stated that they knew the 

majority had been giving incorrect answers. They were usually 

very puzzled in not being able to understand why all of these 

smart people should give such answers to such simple material. 

Some answers to the final question on the questionnaire 

illustrated this existing puzzlement: "I felt like that if 

I gave the wrong answer too, I would make the same grade." 

Another seemed to reluctantly explain, "After they gave 

their answers, I didn't know whether I was sure or not." 

The results of this experiment throw additional light 

on the fact that children are truly affected by the decisions 
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of a group of their own peers. If seemingly routine tasks 

of visual discrimination can produce results which are very 

real to these individuals, it must also be realized that 

similar situations can and do exist in the daily activities 

of their lives. It would appear that these same children do 

not exhibit a blind faith in the majority or a mere instinct 

to imitate, but rather a sincere desire to make choices and 

decisions which best serve their own purposes. 

Summary 

When individual children have been confronted with a 

majority of nine bright classmates who unanimously give in-

correct answers on material which involved simple tasks of 

visual perception, the following effects were observed: 

1. There is a significant change in decisions made 

by the minority children in the direction of those answers 

given by the group in this experiment as compared with answers 

given in the control situation. 

2. There seems to be no important difference between 

the two age groups as they have been affected by group pressure. 

Both the younger children in grades one through three and the 

older children in grades four through six followed the decisions 

made by the group on the average of 75 per cent of the time. 

3. Neither sex seemed to be affected by peer group 

pressures more than the other. Girls tended to follow at 

an average of 77 per cent of the time while boys followed at 

an average of 7k- per cent of the time. 



[{.. Children classified by their teachers as those who 

possessed qualities of leadership followed somewhat less 

than those children designated as being submissive and meek. 

Those selected for possessing leadership qualities submitted 

to the influences of group pressures 73 per cent of the time 

while the meek and submissive children submitted 77 per cent 

of the time. 

5. The average for all critical subjects submitting 

to group influence in a majority versus one situation was 

75 p®r cent. The fact that this large a percentage of children 

changed their decisions from those given freely In the control 

situation indicates an exceptional amount of group pressure. 

These children were Indeed affected by very real factors in 

the situation rather than a simple blind faith or some innate 

instinct causing them to merely imitate. Some of these 

factors are (a) an increased feeling of the possibility of 

being accused of wanting to be different; (b) an Increasing 

need for group-belongingness; (c) an air of confusion and 

astonishment resulting from the Incorrect answers given by 

the majority; (d) a strong feeling that the majority which 

is usually thought to be right might not really be making a 

mistake; and (e) a strong faith in the critical child's 

classmates, whom he usually recognises as being dependable 

for giving correct answers. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE EFFECTS OF GROUP PRESSURE UPON INDIVIDUALS 

IN A MAJORITY VERSUS TWO SITUATION 

Problem and Procedure 

In the preceding chapter, results indicated that a 

majority of peers exercised a strong influence upon decisions 

made by individual children. It was noted that a large 

percentage of the critical subjects when opposed by this 

contradicting force of bright classmates, submitted, often 

reluctantly, to the desires of the group. In the present 

experiment the critical subjects again faced opposing majorities; 

however, the following changes were made in the testing pro-

dures. (1) Each critical subject faced a majority of eight 

instead of nine students. (2) Each critical subject sat 

in seat number ten, which was the last seat on the second row. 

This meant that each critical subject was the last person 

on each task to give his ans\irers orally. (3) Sitting in 

position number one, which was the first seat on the front 

row, was a person who gave correct answers to every task. 

This meant that on the tasks which involved the critical 

lines this person gave correct answers only to be followed 

by eight other children v/ho gave incorrect answers. The 

critical subject then found it necessary to choose between 

47 
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decisions made by a cohort who gave seemingly correct answers 

or those of an overwhelming group of bright classmates giving 

seemingly incorrect answers. 

Is group pressure strong enough to force compliance 

even when there seems to be someone who believes as you 

believe? A major purpose of this experiment \vas to determine 

the effect of group pressures upon the different individuals 

and also to compare the results of the two experiments in 

order to see if the addition of the one person who continually 

gave Correct answers was sufficient to lessen the power of 

the majority. 

The testing procedures are primarily the same as those 

utilized in Experiment..!, with approximately the same number 

of students participating. The critical subjects were selected 

from the entire population of the same elementary school used 

in the first experiment. All of the subjects had taken part 

in the control situation, with only seventy being chosen to 

work in this latter experiment. The two age levels and the 

two sexes were again equally representee^ with individual 

teachers again selecting four children from each of their own 

classrooms, two subjects possessing qualities of leadership 

and two possessing qualities of meekness and submissiveness. 

The testing routine remained the same as in Experiment I. 

Results 

Since this experiment gives each critical subject a 

friend who does not align himself with those decisions made 
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by the group on any of the tasks involving critical lines, 

will group pressures continue to be as strong as they were 

in Experiment I? Will the presence of this additional person 

and the answers he gives furnish the added strength necessary 

for the different critical subjects to be able to withstand 

the effects of group pressure? Answers to these questions 

can be found in Table XVI, which notes that only 58 per cent 

of the children followed those decisions made by the group 

in this experiment. 

The greatest amount of following was on tasks numbers 

three and four, with percentages of 67 and 66, respectively. 

The lowest percentage of following for this experiment was 

on task number nine,,as was also the case in the first experiment, 

In this case, the critical subjects followed at their lowest 

rate of 53 per cent. 

TABLE XVI 

FREQUENCY OF FOLLOWING REGARDING RESPONSES 
INVOLVING CRITICAL LINES 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group 
Correct Answers 
Number" I Per Cent 

Experimental Group 
Fol 1 owirt£ 

Number Per Cent 
67 

46 66 
38 54 
38 54 
37 53 
ill 59 
39 56 
• • 58 

Thr e e 
Four 
Six 
Seven 
N ine 
Ten 
Twelve 

Average 

60 
k3 
52 
56 
67 
47 
t 

86 
61 
7k 
80 
96 
67 
87 

79 
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On tasks involving noncritical lines Table XVII shows 

the control group to have answered correctly 88 per cent 

of the time and the experimental group to have given correct 

answers unanimously on all tasks. 

TABLE XVII 

FREQUENCY OF FOLLOWING REGARDING RESPONSES 
INVOLVING NONCRITICAL LINES 

Foncriti cal 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Contro rTTrcup Experimental Group Foncriti cal 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Answers Corred Answers 
Foncriti cal 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation HNumber "Per Cent Number Per Cent 
One 6k 91 70 100 
Two 63 90 70 100 
Five 53 76 70 100 
Eight 67 96 70 100 
Eleven 68 97 70 100 

Average 88 • • 100 

In general, the results of this experiment suggest that 

an isolated student is mere easily influenced by group 

pressures than one who has some means of contact with another 

who believes as he does. Even though group pressure still 

exists to a considerable extent and the given majorities 

continue to wield a powerful force, the presence of at least 

one ally appears to be enough assistance to help some people 

rely more upon their own judgments. 

The Effect of Age 

Although there was a definite lessening In the effects 

of group pressure for most of the children involved in this 

experiment, both sexes experienced the lessening effect somewhat 

equally. 
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The older children continued to give correct answers 

more frequently during the control situation with tasks 

involving both critical and noncritical lines. Tables XVIII 

and XIX show the group of younger children to have answered 

correctly 9i| per cent of the time on task number nine, as 

compared with 97 per cent answered correctly by the older 

children. The lowest percentage of correct answers given 

during the control situation for both groups was on task 

number four, which showed the younger children to have answered 

correctly only 56 per cent of the time while the older children 

were giving correct answers 67 per cent of the time. 

TABLE XVIII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
YOUNGER CHILDREN, GRADES 1-3 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Correct Answers Following 
Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation dumber 1 Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Third 2? 79 2k 7k 
Fourth 19 56 21 62 
S ixth 25 73 20 59 
Seventh 2k 71 18 53 
Ninth 32 9k 21 62 
Tenth 21 62 17 5o 
Twelfth 27 L. 79 18 53 

Average * • 73 # • 59 

These two tables show the definite lessening of the 

effects of group pressure on both age level groups and an 

almost equal drop in the percentage of following. The 
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younger group of children followed decisions made by the 

group at a rate of only 59 per cent, as compared with the 

older children,who followed at a rate of 58 per cent. 

TABLE XIX 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
OLDER CHILDREN, GRADES 1̂ -6 

Critical tines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Critical tines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Correct Answers Foil owing 
Critical tines 
in Order of 
Presentation FumSer Per Cent "ITuinEcr Per Cent' 

Third 33 92 23 64 
Fourth 2k 67 25 69 
S ixth 27 75 18 50 
Seventh 32 89 20 56 
Ninth 35 97 16 kb 
Tenth 26 72 2k 67 

58 Twelfth 314- 9k 21 
67 
58 

Average # • Qk • * 58 

Similar results concerning correct answers given on 

noncritical lines have been illustrated in Tables XX and XXI. 

TABLE XX 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NONCRITICAL LENGTH 
YOUNGER CHILDREN, GRADES 1-3 

Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Answers Correct Answers 
Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation Number Per™ Cent dumber* J'er Cent 
First 30 88 3k 100 
Sec ond 29 85 3k 100 
Fifth 2k 71 3k 100 
Eighth 31 91 3k 100 
Eleventh 32 9k 3k 100 

Average • • 86 • • 100 
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TABLE XXI 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NGNCRITICAL LENGTH 
OLDER CHILDREN, GRADES Ij.-6 

]\foncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

ConTro 1 Group Experimental Group ]\foncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

*c5orr'ect Answers Correct Answers 
]\foncr it ical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation T̂ Jumbe*r Per Cent Number Per Cent 
First 3k 9k 36 100 
Second 3k 9k 36 100 
Fifth 29 31 36 100 
Eighth 36 100 36 100 
Eleventh 36 100 36 100 

Average • • 93 • # 100 

It must be pointed out that the effect of age seems 

to be of little significance when elementary school children 

are submitted to the pressures of group influence. Children 

of both age level groups tend to be affected somewhat equally 

in a majority versus two situation. 

The Effect of Sex 

The girls in this experiment did not seem to follow 

the lessening effect of group pressures as much as the boys. 

In the preceding section both age levels experienced a similar 

plunge downward in percentage points as the effects of group 

pressures appeared to lessen somewhat equally. On this phase 

of Experiment II the two groups represented by the different 

sexes seem to be affected differently to some extent. 

In looking at the percentages of correct answers given 

during the control situation, it is noted that the group of 

boys fell behind the group of girls slightly in tasks dealing 
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with both critical and noncritical lines. Table XXII shows 

the girls to have given corrcct answers 83 per cent of the 

time on tasks involving critical lines and Table XXIII shows 

the boys to have given correct answers only 75 per cent of 

the time on the identical tasks. 

TABLE XXII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
GIRLS 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group Experimental (?roup Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Correct Answers Foil owing 
Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation "TTurribe r "Per CerfF* Number Per Cent 
Third 34 97 28 80 
Fourth 24 69 22 63 
S ixth 27 77 22 63 
Seventh 28 00 23 66 
Ninth 3? 100 21 60 
Tenth 25 71 23 66 
Twelfth 30 86 22 63 

Average * .* 83 • • 66 

TABLE XXIII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
BOYS 

Cr iticar"Xines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Cr iticar"Xines 
in Order of 
Presentation 

Correct Answers T oil owing " 
Cr iticar"Xines 
in Order of 
Presentation TfumB~ir Per "Cent' Number Per Cent 
Third 27 77 19 54 
F our th 19 54 2I|. 69 
S ixth 26 74 19 54 
Seventh 28 80 16 46 
Ninth 33 92+ 16 46 
Tenth 22 63 18 51 
Twelfth 30 86 17 49 

Average • * 75 • * 53 
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The same seems to be true on tasks involving noncritical 

line^ as Tables XXIV and XXV show that girls answered correctly 

91 per cent of the time and boys 85 per cent of the time. 

The greatest difference is shown, however, in the amount of 

following noted between the two sexes. 

TABLE XXXV 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NGNCRITICAL LENGTH 
GIRLS 

Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control" Group Experimental Group Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Ansv/ers Correct Answers 
Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation dumber Per Cent Number Per Cent 
First 32 91 35 100 
Second 32 91 35 100 
Fifth 26 74 35 100 
Eighth 3^ 97 35 100 
Eleventh 35 100 35 100 

Average • # 91 • + 100 

TABLE XXV 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NCNCRITICAL LENGTH 
BOYS 

Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Group Experimental Group Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Answers Correct .Answers 
Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation Wumbe r Per "Cent Number Per Cent 
First 32 91 35 100 
Second 31 88 35 100 
Fifth 26 7b 35 100 
Eighth 32 91 35 100 
Eleventh 33 91; 35 100 

Average • • 85 • • 100 
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Tabic XXII has shown the girls to have followed those 

decisions made by the group on the average of 66 per cent 

of the time. The boys, however, dropped to a low average 

of only 53 per cent. This indicates that on the average the 

group of boys experienced a lessening of group pressure 

v/hich was a little more than twice that of the girls. On 

task number one the girls submitted to group pressure at 

their highest rate of 80 per cent whereas the boys followed 

only 5̂ 1 psr cent of the time on the same task. The boys1 

rate of following excelled that of the girls only on task 

number four, a task which consistently remained the most 

difficult for the greatest number of people throughout all 

of the testing procedures. 

It is noted here that the presence of the friend or 

cohort during the testing situation of this experiment proved 

to be a greater influence upon boys than upon girls. On 

the average, boys resisted the pressures of the group more 

frequently in a majority versus two situation that did the 

girls. In general, more girls tended to ignore the fact 

that this other person was there giving correct answers 

and instead clected to follow those decisions offered by 

the group. 

Teacher Classification and Frequency of Following 

It can be noted on Tables XXVI and XXVII that the group 

of leaders followed at a rate of 59 per cent of the time while 

the non-leaders followed at a rate of $8 per cent of the time. 
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TABLE XXVI 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
LEADERS 

^ r n ™ r r r _ 
in Order of 
Presentation 
Third 
Fourth 
S ixth 
Seventh 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Twelfth 

Average 

Con t r oT'Trrmlp 
Correct 
Number 

35 
25 
30 
29 
35 
28 
31 

Answers 
Per 'Cent 

T T 
69 

8l 
97 
78 
86 
P r* 

Expg r i me n t a 1 Group" 
roll owma 

Number Per Cent 
25~ T 

69 
23 6k 
20 56 
20 56 
19 53 
21 58 
20 56 
* # 59 

TABLE XXVII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH CRITICAL LENGTH 
NON-LEADERS 

Critical Lines 
in Order of 
Presentation 
TKTr3 
Fourth 
S ixth 
Seventh 
Ninth 
Tenth 
Twelfth 

Averaoe 

Control 
Correct 
N umbe r 

31 
29 
22 
28 
32 
19 
31 

Or ottp 
Ansv/ers 
Pe l V. )ent 

91 
85 
65 
82 
9. 

88 
80 

'Experimental Group 

Number 
Following 

21 
23 
18 
18 
18 
20 
19 

Per Cent 
62 
68 
53 
53 
53 
59 
56 
58 

Although the percentages of submittance to group 

pressures appear to be almost equal for the two groups in 

Experiment II, the original deficit existing in the results 

of the first experiment should be recognized. 
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Tables XXVI, XXVII , XXVI11 and XXIX show that in general 

the non-leader group answered corrcctly only slightly less 

than did the leader group on tasks involving both critical 

and noncritical lines. 

TABLE XXVIII 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NONCRITICAL LENGTH 
LEADERS 

Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Group'" Experimental Group Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation 

Correct Answers Corre*ct Answer's 
Noncritical 
Lines in Order 
of Presentation Number Per Cent ..Number Per Cent 
First 33 92 36 100 
Second 3k 9k- 36 100 
Fifth 26 72 36 100 
Eighth 35' 97 36 100 
Eleventh 35 . 97 36 100 

Average » « 91 • * 100 

TABLE XXIX 

GROUP RESPONSES TO EACH NCNCR1T1CAL LENGTH 
NON-LEADERS 

'Moncrlit"ic'al 
L ines in Order 
of Presentation 

Control Group Exper ImenCal u"roup 
Correct . Answers "Correct Answers 

" N'uhber , Per Cent , Number , Per Cent 

31 91 3k 100 
39 65 3k 100 
26 76 3k 100 
31 91 3k 100 
33 97 34- 100 
* • r as • • 100 

First 
Second 
Fifth 
Eighth 
Eleventh 

Average 
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Qualitative Results 

Although the extent to which individuals tended to 

follow group decisions was somewhat less in this experiment 

than in the majority versus one situation, it must nevertheless 

be kept in mind that a considerable amount of following s-ti 11 

existed. Since the critical subjects in this experiment had 

not been witnesses to any part of Experiment I, the testing 

situation was probably as puzzling or perhaps even more so 

to these children as were those situations experienced by 

the children participating in the first experiment. 

The critical subjects of this experiment usually entered 

the testing room with much the same pleasant air as those 

previously in the majority versus one situation. These children, 

like the others before them, welcomed the security of the 

first two tasks, which always, brought forth correct answers 

unanimously. Although the air seemed to be filled with a 

sense of puzzlement or hesitation following these first two 

tasks, there never seemed to be quite the explosion of be-

wilderment or shock which had usually prevailed in the previous 

experiment. The children in this situation did not seem to 

have the floor knocked from under them so completely as in 

the earlier situations. There seemed to be a feeling of 

realization that the other individual giving the correct 

answers might possibly be correct. Although the greatest 

percentage of critical subjects chose not to go along with this 

other person, it \/as usually evident that some consideration 

was being given in that direction. 
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Reactions of the different subjects during the exper iment 

were recorded as the various children reflected their feelings 

concerning the puzzling situation. Some of these observations 

give an informative insight into the perplexing situations 

which actually existed. A second grade girl upon hearing the 

first incorrect answers being given, looked very wondering 

as she pulled at her chin. 7;hen it came her turn to answer 

she smiled pleasantly, gave the group answer, then put her 

hand over her mouth only to exclaim, "That was wrong." She 

then proceeded to follow the group on all seven critical 

lines, completely ignoring the first person*s answers. Sev-

eral of the children scarcely looked at the cards. They 

would align themselves with the majority and merely look 

at the other children and then parrot the answer given by 

the group. One second grade boy listed by his teacher as 

being submissive never batted an eye as he gave correct answers 

on every task except one. A bright-eyed third grade boy 

who followed the group only once seemed so happy when all 

had given their answers on task number eleven, which was 

noncritical, that he blurted out, "Boy, everybody knew that 

one I" Another third grade girl who followed on every task 

asked her neighbor, "Do you all have to say the same thing? 

Those aren1t right." 

Most of the critical subjects seemed continually to be 

ill at ease, with many of them twisting, squinting* and many 

even stood as the other children gave their answers. There 
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always seemed to be a welcome sigh of relief when everyone 

gave the correct answers on the noncritical tasks. These 

points of unanimity seemed to often affect the children 

serving as critical subjects as one might expect to be 

affected upon arrival at an oasis in the middle of a desert. 

A fourth grade boy who really seamed to be wide awake 

and alert studied each card very carefully and even stood 

in order to see better as the others gave their answers. 

He appeared to be really torn between whether to go along 

with the first individual or w.rth the group. On two of 

the tasks, he bit his lips, whispered the correct answers, 

gave the group answer orally, and then frowned. He answered 

all of the tasks correctly except these two. Another fidgety 

fourth grade boy upon hearing some incorrect answers, exclaimed, 

"Gollyi" Later he exploded, "oh, my goshI" He answered with 

the group on all tasks. 

On data taken from the questionnaires particular references 

were often made concerning the person sitting in seat number 

one. He was often referred to as the person giving different 

answers. Not once was this person ever referred to as the 
% 

individual who was giving incorrect answers. The fact that 

this first person continually gave group answers on the 

noncriticial lines tended to keep the situation from looking 

like some kind of trick. Since there were never more than 

two critical tasks following one another, it was very difficult 

for the critical subjects to recognize any kind of pattern. 
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Even though a few students indicated that they suspccted 

some kind of fixed situation or trick, the combination group 

answers to both critical and noncritical tasks tended to 

help keep the subjects alert. 

In answer to the specific questions on the questionnaire, 

almost all of these children said that the test was not hard, 

although a few Indicated that it was somewhat difficult because 

of the nature of the confusing situation. In answer to the 

first question regarding the difficulty of the test, one 

child stated, "In a way it was hard, but it really seemed 

sort of easy." Another boy answered the same question when 

he said, "Yes, it was hard because it was hard for me to 

make up my mind." 

In answer to the second question, "Were you sure of all 

your answers?" a great number of critical subjects replied 

quizzically, "1 don't know." Several answered, "Some of the 

time," while the greatest number gave a flat "No" as their 

answer. It must be noted that almost all of the children 

were unsure of their answers and yet almost all of these 

same children had answered that the test was not difficult. 

Their answers reflected a sense of discontent in the fact 

that they knew the test had not been difficult and yet they 

could not understand exactly why it was that they were so 

unsure of the ir answers. 

To the next two questions, "V/as there anytime when you 

felt like giving a different answer from the one you had 
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given?" and "If the other children had not been there, would 

you have given the same answers?", there did not seem to be 

a trend in any given direction. Most of the children answered 

either "yes" or "no" while several chose to explain that on 

some of the answers they would have changed had the others 

not been present. Almost without, exception the critical 

subjects in both experiments indicated that there were 

times when they felt like giving different answers from the 

ones they actually gave. This was true with many of the 

children who chose not to foilow the group as well as those 

who foil owed to a considerable extent. 

"Why do you feel that the group sometimes made you give 

wrong answers?" The open-endedness of this question seemed 

to probe more deeply into the real feelings of those involved 

than some of the other questions which had just preceded. 

A sixth grader who readily admitted his constant following 

answered, "Well, I thought they were right." A fifth grader 

much confused by the entire situation gave his reason for 

following as being, "Because everybody else gave the wrong 

answer but B ." Another very similar conclusion was, 

"Because everybody but one said the answer." A student who 

had been selected as possessing qualities of leadership 

explained, "After I gave their answer, 1 would have to look 

back at the lines to see if I was right." 

The confusing nature which prevailed throughout this 

experiment was explained quite truthfully by a second grade 
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youngster who served on one of the majorities. After the 

accidental giving of a correct answer rather than the incor-

rect group answer he was supposed to have given, he explained 

apologetically, "It sure is infusing when everybody is 

giving the wrong answer 

Although a smaller percentage of children actually 

submitted to group pressures in this experiment than in the 

first, few of the children seemed to want to give credit to 

the other individual who gave the correct answers. It seems 

quite evident, however, that most of the above qualitative 

results indicate that this experiment represented a situation 

in v/hich more of a choice could be made. In this situation 

the children really seemed to be making somewhat of a choice 

rather than accepting an ultimatum. 

Interpretation 

An individual who faces an opposing majority of his 

own peers must decide whether or not he wants to be different 

from these people whose opinions he usually values. When the 

conf1icting situati on involves only those members of a 

particular peer group who are known as being particularly 

adept academically, the conflict can frequently become even 

more exaggerated. 

The results of this experiment reflect a pronounced 

difference in the actual effects of group pressure as well 

as in the percentages of those children electing to submit 
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to this pressure. Even though there was a substantial 

amount of following, it is important to note that seldom 

was the complete acceptance of group decisions as prevalent 

as in the first experiment. It seems that although a great 

number of theminority children admitted readily that the 

majority answers were incorrect, the reactions of the children 

in the two experimental situations were usually quite different. 

In the first experiment children frequently seemed to find 

fault with themselves. Many felt that there might be something 

wrong with their vision or the way in which they were actually 

seeing the lines. Few children placed the real blame on the 

group for the situation which to them seemed to be incorrect. 

They seemed frequently to be saying, "All of these smart 

people can not be wrong." "What can be the matter with me 

that makes me see things differently?" As one youngster so 

aptly stated, "The most people are always right." Another 

perplexed child, after completing the twelve tasks, complained, 

"I feel all wrong." 

The children who faced the majorities in Experiment II 

seldom placed the blame for conflict upon themselves. More 

children seemed ready to actually question the groups' answers 

as both the quantitative and qualitative results indicate. 

Children appeared to worry somewhat less about being different 

and seemed to be thinking more about whether the first individual 

or the group was giving correct answers. Judging from some 

of the results of the qualitative data, the children's answers 
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and actions tended to leave the feeling that these children 

still did not want to be different,but the fact that someone 

else believed as they did, seemed to point out that they 

would not be quite as different as they would have been, 

had they been alone in their decisions. 

From all indications the presence of this additional 

friend gave some added strength to many individuals who 

faced these opposing majorities. It would appear that 

children in their daily tasks probably find it somewhat 

easier to combine forces with a friend in opposition to the 

particular wishes of a group of peers than to oppose this 

pressure alone. The experiments of this investigation have 

illustrated a definite difference in the effects of group 

pressures in a majority versus one and a majority versus two 

situat ion. 

Summary 

When individual children faced an opposing majority of 

eight bright classmates who at times gave incorrect answers 

to simple visual perception material, they found it necessary 

to allign themselves with the incorrect answers being given 

by the group or with another individual who, contrary to the 

group, always gave correct answers. The foil owing effects 

were observed: 

1. There is a significant change in the decisions 

made by the minority children in the direction of those answers 
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given by the group in this experiment as compared with 

answers given in the control situation. 

2. There did not appear to be any important difference 

in the effects of group pressure upon the two age leve1 groups 

in a majority versus two situation. The younger children and 

the older children foil owe d group decisions at a rate of 

59 per cent and 58 per cent, respectivelv. 

3. Boys seemed to accept more readily the assistance 

of the other person giving correct answers than did the 

girls. The group of girls in this experiment tended to ignore 

this person more as they showed more favor toward those answers 

offered by the group. In the majority versus two situation, 

the group of boys submitted to group influence at a low rate 

of only 53 per ccnt while the girls foil owed at a rate of 

66 per cent. 

i-t-. It would appear that teacher classification is of 

little significance in the fact that those children desig-

nated as possessing qualities of leadership foil owed group 

influence at approximately the same rate as those listed as 

being meek and submissive. The groups of leaders and non-

leaders foil owed group decisions at a rate of 59 per cent 

and 53 per cent, respectively. 

5. Very real factors affected these children as they 

were making their decisions during this experiment. The 

individual critical subjects had to consider not only decisions 

made by a strong opposing majority of peers but also those 
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decisions made by a single individual already standing in 

opposition to the group. In seeing that the addition of 

this other person was the only variable which was changed 

in the procedures for the second of the two experiments, 

it must be concluded that the effects of group pressure 

v/ere indeed lessened as the result of such a change. 



CHAPTER V 

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, INTERPRETATION 

AND RE COjMMENDATI QMS 

Findings 

Findings of the present investigation include the 

following: 

1. The sixty-seven critical subjects in the majority 

versus one situation changed the answers they had given, 

originally during the controlled situation and aligned 

their answers with those of the group on an average of 

75> per cent of the time. 

2. The seventy critical subjects in the second experiment 

submitted to group influence on an average of per cent 

of the time. 

3. Children in both age groups tended to be affected 

somewhat equally in both the majority versus one and the 

majority versus two situations. 

i|. In both of the experiments girls seemed to be 

more affected by group pressures than did boys. In the 

majority versus one situation the difference between the 

two groups was only slight while on the majority versus 

two situation the difference was more distinct. In the 

second experiment the girls appeared to disregard the 

69 
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additional person as they continued to follow group decisions 

66 per cent of the time whereas on the average the boys dropped 

from a mark of 7k- per ccnt on the first experiment to a low 

of 53 per cent on the second experiment. 

5. During the first experiment, children who had been 

selected by their teachers as being those who possessed 

qualities of leadership submitted to group pressures slightly 

less than those who had been designated as meek and submissive. 

In the second experiment, the children designated as leaders 

followed group decisions slightly more than the group desig-

nated as non-leaders. 

6. In Berenda's majority versus one study completed 

in 1950, it was noted that children followed peer group 

decisions to a considerable extent. Results of the present 

investigation reveal that children submit to group pressures 

appreciably more today than they did fifteen years ago. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions have been drawn from the 

results of the present investigation: 

1. Children are affected to a considerable extent 

by group pressure in a majority versus one situation. 

2. Children are also affected to a considerable extent 

by group pressure in a majority versus two situation; however, 

a definite lessening in these effects has been noted as a 

result of the addition of the other individual giving correct 

answers. 
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3. Age had little or no effect upon group pressure as 

it affectcd those critical subjects involved. 

ij.. Boys tend to submit to the pressures of the group 

somewhat less than girls and appreciably less with the addition 

of a friend to aid in opposing the majority. 

5. Teacher classification has little effect upon which 

children will or will not be affected to a greater extent by 

the pressures of a group of peers. 

6. The emphasis our society has placed upon equality 

has reinforced the nature of conformity, and today's children 

fee 1 a greater need of belonging than ever before. 

7. Individual children do not usually submit to group 

pressures as a result of a blind faith or some innate instinct 

to imitate. Very real factors cause children to abandon 

their own beliefs in favor of those suggested by a majority 

of peers. Following a group1s decision is indeed a very 

personal matter and not one which is usually taken lightly. 

Most children experience some degree of mental anguish when 

changing their own decisions to those of the group. 

Interpretation 

The findings of this investigation point to the fact 

that children in our society do indeed frequently forsake 

what they consider as being their own opinions and beliefs 

in order to make their place in a group of peers more securc. 

These children who for one reason or another imitate the 

actions of the group are not merely victims of forces beyond 
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their own control but consistently strive to evaluate and 

better understand the situations in which they find themselves. 

It has been evident throughout this investigation that 

the relationship between the individual critical subjects 

and their different groups of peers has been a dominant 

factor in producing these significant results. Almost without 

exception those children making up the different majorities 

proved to be a most positive social influence upon the children 

who faced their opposition. The confidence and admiration 

shown these children of the given majorities was immeasurable. 

It is seldom realized how much prorainence and reward our society 

places upon individuals possessing these qualities. Within 

any age-grade or social class, people are distributed on some 

kind of a continuum of intelligent social adaptation. Those 

toward the lower end of the continuum tend to imitate those 

above. A predominantly middle-class society such as our has 

placed such importance upon intelligence and education that 

it is little wonder that subjects of this study would hesitate 

to contradict any one of these individuals, let alone an 

opposing majority of eight or nine. The fact that these 

people wield such tremendous powers should be enough to warrant 

continual investigations in this field of study. 

In the past it has been necessary that the field of 

social influence be almost exclusively based upon situations 

which excluded, from the beginning, the possibility of 

intelligent evaluation on the part of the subjects. Inves-

tigations which attempt to utilize tasks which are inherently 
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ambiguous usually become extremely entangled in a mesh of 

their own complications. As was stated earlier, this in-

vestigation has utilised the basic testing instrument used 

by Asch and Berenda during previous studies of a similar 

nature. This instrument, instead of confronting subjects 

with ambiguous tasks, was designed as a deliberate means 

of presenting material which was basically structured and 

free from scholastic or academic evaluation. 

Results of both experiments have indicated a substantial 

amount of following in both the majority versus one and the 

majority versus two situations. V/hen following did occur 

it was not always merely a blind uncritical acceptance of 

the answers of the majority as being right only because they 

were the majority. It was quite often found to be doubt of 

one's self or the result of an inner struggle with one's 

self because a person did not want to be considered an outcast 

or different. 

Sources of qualitative data reveal that going along 

with the group is not always the easiest thing to do. On 

the contrary, incorrect group answers were often given by 

the critical subjects with a great deal of emotional dis-

turbance, and often with expressions of uneasiness, bewild-

erment and insecurity. 

Re conmendations 

In view of the findings and conclusions of this study, 

the following recommendations are made to all those who 
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work with and also those who would have an interest in 

children in the elementary school as they arc affected by 

the influences of peer group pressures: 

1. Since the behavior of the individual seems to 

inevitably be influenced by the situation in which he is 
is 

behaving, it is. recomm.cnO.cd that educators not only attempt 

to know and understand each student but also realize that 

different group situations evoke different kinds of behavior 

'from those behaviors exhibited when a person is alone. 

The fact cannot be overlooked that along with his 

responses to interpersonal environmental stimuli, the indi-

vidual is also responding to the presence of other people 

in a group situation. 

It must also be realized that the"reactions and 

responses by others to the same situation which the individual 

is experiencing are indeed part of the total environment to 

which he is responding. 

Results of this investigation indicate that the 

presence of the given majorities offered a stimulation which 

was not present in a solitary situation. 

2. In light of the findings of this investigation, it 

is recommended that people who work with children, whenever 

necessary, reformulate their concept sen of man as a social 

being. Instead of viewing him as someone who needs to strive 

for conformity, it should be realized that man has a great 

need for individuality. It is strongly recommended that 

educators relinquish some of their practices which condone 
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and rc inforco conformity. In light of the findings of this 

study, it v/ould appear that our schools should instead 

favor those methods which are based upon the fact that 

children as individuals have a real need to learn and under-

stand rather than merely imitate. 

3. In comparing the results of the two experiments 

within this investigation., it is realized that group influence 

was cspccially strong in both situations. It has bccome 

equally evident that an individual who stands alone against 

the opposition of a group of peers usually experiences a 

greater feeling of pressure than one who is accompanied by 

someone who believes as he does. In view of this fact it is 

recommended that similar studies dealing with some kind of 

continuum which might involve additional cohorts be made 

in order to better determine the effectiveness of the friend 

as a means of perhaps•further lessening the group's influence 

upon the individual. 

4. Future studies involving the creative child and 

the academically bright chiId as they are affected by peer 

group pressures could enhance existing knoi%rledge in this 

field of study. 
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